ABSTRACT
The Resource Description Format (RDF) is used to represent information modeled as a "graph": a set of individual objects, along with a set of connections among those objects. In that role, RDF is one of the pillars of the so-called Semantic Web. This paper describes how RDF-XML is used to serialize information represented using graphs, how RDF graphs can be read and written by using the Jena software package, and how distributed graphs can be queried using the SparQL query language. It includes examples showing how SparQL can be used to query data (such as the Gene Ontology) that is structured in hierarchies, and how SparQL queries can be submitted through SparQL "endpoints." It does not, however, delve into inference or the Web Ontology Language (OWL), but should provide a foundation for understanding those topics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Resource Description Format (RDF) [6, 9] is used to represent information modeled as a "graph": a set of individual objects, along with a set of connections among those objects. In that role, RDF is one of the pillars of the so-called Linked Data Web (nee Semantic Web). This paper describes how RDF-XML is used to serialize information represented using graphs, how RDF graphs can be read and written by using the Jena software package, and how distributed graphs can be queried using the SparQL query language.
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In general, these topics seem “simple,” but are fraught with significant complications, limitations, and qualifications, especially when the casual user attempts to compare these components with their analogs in relational data approaches to the same or similar problems. As a result, this paper takes a “concrete” approach; it focuses on very basic examples and attempts to build on them in a systematic fashion to illustrate the various components underlying the use of graphs to represent data within the Linked Data Web.

2. USING GRAPHS TO REPRESENT DATA
Here are 2 graphs that represent 2 kinds of information associated with 4 different persons. The first shows the ages and the second shows the “favorite friend of each person:

Figure 1. Graph #1: Person ages

Figure 2. Graph #2: Favorite Friends

Figure 3 shows the 2 graphs combined using named edges to represent the same information associated with the same 4 persons.
Read these links as “Smith has age 21” or “Jones has favorite friend Smith” to make them more “sentence-like”. Each edge is like the “predicate” of a sentence, connecting a “subject” with an “object”, so that the whole collection of edges represents a set of “sentences”. Note, however, that a person node may be connected to more than one arc of the same type, and that a node may not be connected to every edge type. That is, Smith’s age could be unknown, or Smith may not have a favorite friend, or may have not reported a friendship.

Such data is sometimes represented using so-called “blank nodes” to help cluster attributes. Figure 4 shows the graphs above reorganized using blank nodes.

Blank nodes are useful for specifying lists of items, but are discouraged within the Semantic Web.

### 2.1 Using URIs and URLs to Identify Edges

Now if it hadn’t already happened, someone would certainly come up with the idea to use Uniform Resource Locators (URL) to point to Web documents that describe the exact meaning (semantics) of each edge type.

For example, some popular magazine could publish their definition of “favorite friend” on a page like

http://SomeCelebrityMagazine.com/fav

and other documents could define “BFF”, “long-time-friend”, “family-friend”, “friend with benefits”, etc, And, in fact, these definitions could themselves refer to other definitions like some “superset” of relationships such as:

http://SomeCelebrityMagazine.com/personal_relationships

or the personal_relationships file, itself, could include a collection of definitions, including “favorite friend, or “fav”, that we might refer to as:

http://SomeCelebrityMagazine.com/personal_relationships#fav

using the # convention for targeting a specific location within a URL.

Such information serves to make the meaning both clear and sharable, so that other sources of personal information could employ the same predicate definitions within their own data collections.

Of course, for a lot of applications this would all be unnecessary; some arbitrary Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) can just be used to indicate an edge type known only to the file creator.

### 3. USING RDF TO SERIALIZE GRAPHS

These approaches to naming edges can be generalized to help represent, or “serialize” graphs in a text format, so they can be exchanged with other programs.

When graphs are serialized, each connection is again taken to be composed of 3 components, a so-called RDF “triple”, composed of a “subject”, “predicate” and an “object”, where each edge becomes a named “predicate”, although some writers speak of “object”, “property”, and “property value”, rather than “subject”, “predicate,” and “object”.

Each **subject** is represented as:
- a blank node, such as “_2”, or
- a URI, like http://fake.host.edu/smith

Each **object** is represented as:
- a blank node,
- a literal value, such as “some_value”^^some_type where some_type is a URI, that defines a data type, as in “Thomas_Jefferson”^^xsd:string, or
- a URI

Each **predicate** is represented as:
- a URI, like http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#fav, as described above.

Note that URIs may appear in abbreviated forms within syntactic components like example:age and xsd:string, which will be expanded by substituting full URI values for the strings “example:” and “xsd:”.

The following table displays Graph #3 as a set of 12 triples (3 for each person):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>:age</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George</td>
<td>:age</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>:age</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith</td>
<td>:fav</td>
<td>Jones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Graph #3: Person ages (:age) and favorite friends (:fav)

Figure 4. A portion of Graph #3 done with blank node.
3.1 Representing URIs
In work with RDF you will see URIs abbreviated in several ways, using: namespace, PREFIX and ENTITY definitions, depending on the context:

xmlns:lib="http://some.host.edu/directory"
or

PREFIX <lib:http://some.host.edu/directory>
or

!ENTITY lib “http://some.host.edu/directory”

If the namespace abbreviation for “example” is substituted for each occurrence of “example:” in the Smith data encoding using XML entities above, then

example:name="Smith"</example:name>

is actually being represented as:

<http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name>
Smith
</http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name>

3.2 RDF Resources to Model Each Person
Persons identified in Graph #3 can modeled as RDF “resources” by replacing the strings for each node identifier with URIs. Table 2 shows the result for the Blake data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://fake.host.edu/blake">http://fake.host.edu/blake</a></td>
<td><a href="http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#fav">http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#fav</a></td>
<td><a href="http://fake.host.edu/blake">http://fake.host.edu/blake</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#age">http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#age</a></td>
<td>&quot;12&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name">http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name</a></td>
<td>&quot;Blake&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Modeling Persons using RDF resources

These subject and object URIs need not be dereferenceable, but the general recommendation is to use dereferenceable URIs. The entries in Graph #3 can also be represented as “RDF resources” in several ways. Here are 2, corresponding to the 2 formats described earlier. Both use “rdf:about” and “rdf:resource” attributes to specify resources:

Format 1

 Tolkien
xmlns:lib="http://some.host.edu/directory"
or

PREFIX <lib:http://some.host.edu/directory>
or

!ENTITY lib “http://some.host.edu/directory”

If the namespace abbreviation for “example” is substituted for each occurrence of “example:” in the Smith data encoding using XML entities above, then

example:name="Smith"</example:name>

is actually being represented as:

<http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name>
Smith
</http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#name>
4. USING GRAPHS IN RDF FORMAT

RDF graphs may be interrogated or manipulated in several ways:
- by physical inspection as text documents or by using a graphical display tool such as RDF gravity [14] which will render RDF input as graphical images that can be manipulated,
- by writing programs using packages such as Jena,
- by using command-line tools that apply SparQL queries,
- by using GUI interfaces accepting SparQL commands that are written in text, or
- represented graphically
- by submitting URLs containing form parameters to SparQL “endpoints” [16].

The next sections will discuss several of these approaches.

4.1 Manipulating RDF Graphs using Jena

The Java-based Jena package [9, 11] from HP Labs allows users to manipulate and query RDF graphs. You can write a program that uses Jena classes to
- retrieve and parse an RDF file containing a graph or a collection of graphs,
- store it in memory,
- examine each triple in turn, examine one component (say, the subject) of each triple in turn, or examine only triples that meet specified criteria, and,
- write a serialized version of a graph to a file or STDOT.

For example, one might examine each stored triple searching for a specific reference URI, or for a specific literal value, as with a search for triples containing a specific value, “21”^^xsd:age, in their object portions.

An RDF graph is stored in Jena as a “model”, and a Jena model is created by a factory, as in:

```java
Model m = ModelFactory.createDefaultModel();
```

Once a model has been defined, Jena can populate it by reading data from files, backend data bases, etc. in various formats, and once it has been populated, Jena can perform set operations on pairs of populated models and/or search models for specific values or combinations (patterns) of values.

For example, there are several methods for creating iterators over a model so you can access specific components. Iterators may be built by
- listing the components of each triple:
  - `model.listSubjects();`
  - `model.listObjects();`
- comparing a specific component with a specified value, as in:
  ```java
  model.listSubjectsWithProperty( Prop p, RDFNode object );
  ```
  which will get you a collection of subjects possessing property/predicate `p` and specific value `object`)
- comparing all components against specific values in 2 steps:
  - define a “selector” possessing specific values s, p and o, where `null` or `(RDFNode) null` matches anything:
    ```java
    Selector selector = new SimpleSelector( subject, predicate, object );
    ```
  - and then build the statement list:
    ```java
    model.listStatements( selector );
    ```
This selector capability is the basis for making ad hoc queries against the RDF data, and underlies the SparQL query language.

4.2 SparQL: A Graph-based Query Language
SparQL [7,10] is a language that lets users query RDF graphs by specifying “templates” against which to compare graph components. Data which matches or “satisfies” a template is returned from the query.

A triple template will contain variables that represent triplet components (e.g., a subject, predicate, or object within a triplet). For example the template:

\[ ?\text{person} \quad \text{example:age} \quad "21"\quad \text{example:age} . \]

identifies a list of triplet subjects that have an example:age property of “21”, and is analogous to asking “Who has age 21?” The SparQL query engine will return an exhaustive list of the subject component of triples that satisfy each query through value substitution. This is basically “query by example” (QBE) where the user defines an example pattern that the query engine will attempt to match using components from the data store.

This process is reasonably intuitive, and similar to QBE approaches applied to relational data and pattern matching within regular expressions or SQL.

SparQL is implemented in Jena through the ARQ package, and queries may be made from within Java scripts or via a SparQL client distributed with Jena.

Here is an example SparQL query that simply asks for a list of up to 10 of the subject and object portions of the triples in the file specified in the FROM clause:

```
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX example: <http://fake.host.edu/example-schema#>
SELECT $s $o FROM <http://myhost.edu/rdf-example-1.rdf> WHERE {
    $s $p $o .
} LIMIT 10
```

$S$, $P$, and $O$ are variable names that will each be assigned a value as the query is “satisfied,” and the triplet pattern “$S$, $P$, $O$” will match any triple that has 3 parts, so all triples should be displayed. Note that variable names may also start with “?”, and may be full words.

A subset of the basic syntax of a SparQL select query is shown below:

```
BASE < some URI from which relative FROM and 
PREFIX entries will be offset > 
PREFIX prefix_abbreviation: < some_URI >
```
where “mynname” is an abbreviation for “http://myhostname.edu”.

In this query all 4 files were searched as if they were in a single file. (Note that the URI contents are different in this live example.)

4.3 The Gene Ontology (GO)
The term “ontology” is used in different ways by different people. Pidcock [13] writes that “People use the word to mean different things, e.g.: glossaries and data dictionaries, thesauri and taxonomies, schema and data models, and formal ontologies and inference.”

And Uschold [15] writes “An ontology may take a variety of forms, but necessarily it will include a vocabulary of terms, and some specification of their meaning. . . This includes definitions and an indication of how concepts are inter-related which collectively impose a structure on the domain and constrain the possible interpretations of terms.”

As a working example, we will consider the Gene Ontology [1], widely used in bioinformatics and biological research. The Gene Ontology actually has 3 major components, separate sections for defining terms related to Biological Process (see the “namespace” entry below), Cellular Component (physical structures or locations within biological cells), and Molecular Function, each of which defines several thousand terms.

To begin unpacking Uschold’s definition, we can look at two entries (of over 26,000) from the RDF version of the Gene Ontology. This listing includes the ROOT category, here known as “all”, and the root of the molecular function component of the Gene Ontology, GO:0003674:

```
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
  <go:term rdf:about="http://www.geneontology.org/go#all">
    <go:accession>all</go:accession>
    <go:name>all</go:name>
    <go:definition>This term is the most general term possible</go:definition>
  </go:term>
    <go:accession>GO:0003674</go:accession>
    <go:name>molecular_function</go:name>
    <go:definition>Elemental activities, such as catalysis or binding, describing the actions of a gene product at the molecular level. A given gene product may exhibit one or more molecular functions.</go:definition>
  </go:term>
</rdf:RDF>
```

Since all GO terms except the ROOT have at least one “is_a” relationship to other terms, a collection of GO terms can be easily represented as a graph, where all entries except the ROOT may have multiple parents, sometimes referred to as a “directed acyclic graph” or DAG. Figure 5 (drawn using RDF Gravity [14]) shows a DAG, inspired by Ashburner [1] but heavily modified, in which molecular function categories are shown as subtypes of one another. For example, this ontology asserts that the molecular function “chromatin binding” is a type of “DNA binding”.

Figure 5. Some possible relationships among a subset of the terms in the GO molecular function ontology (example only)
Note that there is no gene data within the Gene Ontology, because the ontology is actually a collection of terms that can be used to describe or annotate genes. In fact, many sources of gene data use GO to annotate their contents.

4.4 A Gene Ontology Query

Here is a SparQL query to find all of the parents of GO:0004003 in the example GO subset:

```
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX go: <http://www.geneontology.org/dtds/go.dtd#>
select *
from <http://hostname.edu/Some-GO-entries.rdf>
where
{ http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0004003
  go:is_a $parent . }
```

Running this query produces a result like:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0008094">http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0008094</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0008026">http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0008026</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0003678">http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0003678</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Here's a query that finds all 3 element paths up (towards the root) from GO:0004003:

```
PREFIX go:
  <http://www.geneontology.org/dtds/go.dtd#>
select *
from <http://hostname.edu/Some-GO-entries.rdf>
where
{ http://www.geneontology.org/go#GO:0004003
  go:is_a $a .
  $a go:is_a $b .
  $b go:is_a $c . }
```

This query will print all combinations of the variables $a$, $b$, and $c$ that can be mapped to 3 triples in the data collection, such that the first element of a data triple “is a” subset of the third element of that triple, and that same third element is also the first element of another triple which asserts that element to be a subset of another third element, etc.

One might imagine that SparQL would allow traversing such an ontology to an arbitrary “depth”, and/or derive inferences about category ancestors and descendants. However, these topics are beyond the scope of this paper, which only attempts to provide a foundation upon which to continue investigation of such issues.

4.5 Triplestores and SparQL Endpoints

In the examples so far presented, RDF has been shown as free-standing content that may be “published” by simply making it available via a Web server. There exist SparQL processors, such as Twinkle [8], that can retrieve such RDF files and use them to satisfy queries. However, most content appears to be stored and served from database management systems, sometimes called “triplestores,” that have been customized to handle RDF. Two examples are Sesame [5] and OpenLink’s Virtuoso system [12].

For example, both the DBpedia and the Bio2RDF “atlas of post genomic knowledge” are housed in OpenLink Virtuoso database management systems, and may be accessed through several SparQL interfaces, or “endpoints”, enabled by Virtuoso. The “DBpedia is a community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia and to make this information available on the Web” (http://dbpedia.org/About), and the Bio2RDF atlas (http://bio2rdf.org) currently includes over 2 billion triples taken from some 40 data resources useful to the bioinformatics community.

The following SparQL query requests a list of entries about “Goethe” from the DBpedia collection:

```
select distinct *
from <http://dbpedia.org>
where
  ?o bif:contains "Goethe_Johann_Wolfgang" }
```

Figure 6 shows this query entered through the DBpedia iSparQL interface at http://dbpedia.org:8890/isparql via Firefox.
Note that the predicate “bif:contains” is a special Virtuoso predicate that searches specially prepared back-end text indexes, that allow this query to ask for all triples that include an “object” containing the specified text.

Figure 7 shows the same query using the iSparql “graphical” Query-by-Example (QBE) interface which allows users to drag and drop components of the query graph that defines the query:

Since triple patterns within SparQL are themselves graphs, it’s easy to see how SparQL can be adapted to this “graphical” medium.

The same query can be sent to the DBpedia SparQL endpoint embedded in a URL containing form parameters (with line breaks added for readability):

http://dbpedia.org/sparql?query=SELECT distinct * WHERE { $s $p $o . $o bif:contains "Goethe_Johann_Wolfgang" . } 4.6 Publishing Relational Data

One might ask how data already committed to storage in some other form, such as that within relational database management systems, might be made available.

The open-source D2R server [3], among others, does exactly this. To make SQL-based data available via D2R the user must:

- interrogate the database via JDBC using the generate-mapping script to build a configuration (“mapping”) file from the relational table definitions, and then
- start the D2R server with the configuration file.

This seems “fairly” straightforward if one imagines that each table row becomes a separate resource/graph, primary keys (if any) become resource identifiers, and foreign keys become graph edges or guide incorporation into larger resources.

The D2R server exposes a SparQL endpoint to which users can send queries embedded within URLs or access a query form based on a Javascript component called SNORQL that employs AJAX. It also provides an interface for directly browsing content.
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